
PROPER MAN BIO’S 
 
 
 
MUSIC 
 
Last week, Kelowna's own new-wave rock outfit - Proper Man - released their new 
video Kleptomaniac.   
 
The Proper Man frontman, Jason Parkes, and guitarist, Petri Nieminen, spent a lot of 
time writing music that sounded just like everything else. But when a few too many 
scotch whiskies made Jason’s words slur together, an English accent emerged that 
had Petri dancing terribly with excitement. They were on to something. Rounding out 
The Proper Man are Eric Chisholm, Nori Wentworth, Travis Saunders, and Adam 
Jeffrey Potter, who together create a sound that’s a lot like high school in the 1980’s 
(or a lot like 80’s high school movies, at least). Their new wave meets punk sugar 
tunes will have you tapping your low top Chucks and remembering those squishy -
sweet feelings from back in the day. 
 
As a winemaker, Jason attributes the exhaustion of crush (harvest and wine making 
time) as the catalyst for most of the songs on the band’s new album. “There was not 
a lot of thinking involved, during crush you’re too tired for that. I went with my gut, 
and back in time to the early 80’s, to high school and hanging out in my Italian 
friend’s parents’ wine cellar.” With every bottle of wine made by this winemaker / 
songwriter attached to a The Proper Man song, this album is sure to be complex and 
satisfying and with a number of high notes. 
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The Proper Man frontman, Jason Parkes, and guitarist, Petri Nieminen, spent a lot of 
time writing music that sounded just like everything else. But when a few too many 
scotch whiskies made Jason’s words slur together, an English accent emerged that 
had Petri dancing terribly with excitement. 
 
They were on to something. Rounding out The Proper Man are Nori Wentworth, 
Travis Saunders, and Massimo Campoli, who together create a sound that’s a lot 
like high school in the 1980’s (or a lot like 80’s high school movies, at least). Their 
new wave meets punk sugar tunes will have you tapping your low top Chucks and 
remembering those squishy sweet feelings from back in the day. 
 
As a winemaker, Jason attributes the exhaustion of crush (harvest and wine making 
time) as the catalyst for most of the songs on the band’s new album. “There was not 
a lot of thinking involved, during crush you’re too tired for that. I went with my gut, 
and back in time to the early 80’s, to high school and hanging out in my Italian 
friend’s parents’ wine cellar.” With every bottle of wine made by this winemaker / 
songwriter attached to a The Proper Man song, this album is sure to be complex and 
satisfying and with a number of high notes. 
 



WINE 
 
Last week, Kelowna's own vintner rockstar - Jason Parkes - released a new video 
"Kleptomaniac" with his band Proper Man.   
 
Jason has spent the last 2 decades making memorable wines for prestige brands 
and along the way he’s collected a slew of important awards. Currently working with 
Burnt Timber wines, he uses a low-key approach and lengthy barrel ageing to allow 
the true character of each wine to shine. An accomplished singer and song writer, 
when Jason isn’t in the cellar, he can be found jamming with his band or creating his 
next music video - he attributes the exhaustion of crush (harvest and wine making 
time) as the catalyst for most of the songs on the band’s new album. “There was not 
a lot of thinking involved, during crush you’re too tired for that. I went with my gut, 
and back in time to the early 80’s, to high school and hanging out in my Italian 
friend’s parents’ wine cellar.” With every bottle of wine made by this winemaker / 
songwriter attached to a The Proper Man song, this album is sure to be complex and 
satisfying and with a number of high notes. 
 
 


